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Countershaft Group 

Parts Book CS Drive Gear Year CS 2nd Gear Year CS 3rd Gear Year CS Low Gear Year Countershaft Year 

52-53 35695-52 (29T)   52-53Ks 35750-52 (18T)   52-53Ks 35709-52 (Per PB 26T) 
SHOP DOPE #345 25T or 26T 

52-53Ks 35760-52 (22T per PB) 
SHOP DOPE #345 18T 

52-53Ks 35613-52 52-53Ks 

54 35695-52A (27T)  52-54Ks 35750-52A (22T)  52-53Ks 35709-52 (26T) 
SHOP DOPE #345 25T or 26T 

52-53Ks 35759-54 
Per 63PB 17T 

54Ks 35613-54 54Ks 

35750-54A (21T)   54Ks 35709-54 (24T)  54Ks 

56 35695-52A (27T) 52-56Ks 35750-54B (21T)   Unknown 35709-54A (23T)   54-56Ks 35759-54  
Per 63PB 17T   

54-56Ks 35613-54 54-56Ks 

35750-54C (21T)   54-56Ks 35760-52 (22T per PB) 
SHOP DOPE #345 18T 

52-53Ks 

Note: Two -54C 
Samples have 20T 

57 35695-52A (27T) 52-56Ks  
& Sportster 

35750-54C (21T)  54-56Ks  
& Sportster 

35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57XL 

35760-54     57XL 35613-54 54-56Ks 
57XL Note: Two -54C 

Samples have 20T   

58 Sup. 35695-58 (27T) 58 Sportster 35750-58 (20T) 58 Sportster     35613-58 58 Sportster 

59 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54     57-59 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

63 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54 (17T)   57-63 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

65 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54 (17T)   57-65 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

67 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54A (17T)   57-67 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

70 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54A (17T)   57-70 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

71 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54A (17T)   57-71 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 

72 35695-58 (27T) 58-* XLH-XLCH 35750-58 (20T 58-* XLH-XLCH 35709-54A (23T) 54-56Ks 
57-* XLH-XLCH 

35760-54B (17T)   57-72 All 
Sportsters 

35613-58 58-* XLH-XLCH 



Mainshaft Group 

Parts 
Book 

Clutch 
Gear       

Year MS 2nd Gear Year MS 3rd Gear Year MS Low Gear Year Mainshaft Year 

52-53 37450-52 
Per 63PB 
Has 18T 

52-53Ks 35297-52 (25T) 52-
53Ks 

35304-52 (21T) 52-53Ks 35277-52 (29T) 52- 
53Ks 

35043-52 52K 

35043-53 53Ks 

54 37450-54 
Per 63PB 
Has 17T 

54Ks 35297-54 (24T) 54Ks 35304-54 
Per 63PB Has 20T 

54Ks 35277-52A (29T) 
SHOP DOPE  
#345, Jan.15, 1954  
modified 35277-52A 
gear with 27T.  

All 54 
& On 

35043-53A 52-54Ks 

56PB 55K 

35304-52A Set 
of gears MS & CS. 
Consist of 35304-54 & 
35709-54A 

52-53Ks 

56 37450-54 
Per 63PB 
Has 17T 

54-56Ks up to 
VIN 1465 

35297-54 (24T) 54-
55Ks 

35305-56 56Ks  35277-52A (29T) Think 
PB in error about # of 
teeth based on Shop 
Dope #345, indicates 
replacement with 27T. 
Likely running change in 
early 54 model year. 

All 54 
& On 

35043-53A 52-56Ks up to VIN 
1465 

37450-56 Above 56K VIN 
1465 

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 35304-52A Set 
of gears MS & CS. 
Consist of 35304-54 
& 35709-54A 

52-53Ks 35044-56 56Ks above VIN 1465 

57 37449-56 Above 56K VIN 
1465 & 57XL 
  

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (29T)) Think 
PB in error about # of 
teeth based on Shop 
Dope #345, indicates 
replacement with 27T. 
Likely running change in 
early 54 model year. 

All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56Ks   above VIN 1465 
& 57XL 

35297-54A PN shown 
in picture but not  
referenced in text. 

?????? 35304-52A Set 
of gears MS & CS. 
Consist of 35304-54 
& 35709-54A 

52-53Ks 

35297-54B Set of main-shaft 2nd gears 
(24T)? Corrected in 64 Sup. 

54-
55Ks 

59 37449-56 56K above VIN 
1465-59 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) (The 59PB is wrong 
about 35297-54B, says single gear with 
23T.) 

56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56  56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
59 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 

63 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-63 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) (The 63PB is wrong 
about 35297-54B, says single gear with 
24T.) 

56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
63 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 

64 Sup.   35297-54B Mainshaft second & third 
gear set, catalog correction. 

54-
55Ks 

      

65 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-65 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH 

35269-56 (23T) Believe this part number 
is in error, juxtaposing of the 6 & 9. 
Believe  
the 66 Supplement corrects this error.  

56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
65 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 

66 Sup.   35269-56 Replaced by 35296-56        

67 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-66 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH & 67 
XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
66 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 
& 67 XLCH 

37448-67 
(17T) 

67 XLH 35046-67 67 XLH 

70 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-66 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH & 67-
69 XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
66 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 
& 67-69 XLCH 

37448-67 
(17T) 

67-*XLH, 70-
*XLCH 

35046-67 67-*XLH, 70-*XLCH 



 

  

Mainshaft 

Parts 
Book 

Clutch 
Gear       

Year MS 2nd Gear Year MS 3rd Gear Year MS Low Gear Year Mainshaft Year 

71 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-66 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH & 67-
69 XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
66 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 
& 67-69 XLCH 

37448-67 
(17T) 

67-70 XLH, 70 
XLCH 

35046-67 67-70 XLH, 70-*XLCH 

37448-71 
(17T) 

71-*XLH & 
XLCH 

35046-71 71-* XLH & XLCH 

72 37449-56 
(17T) 

56K above VIN 
1465-66 KH, XL, 
XLH, XLCH & 67-
69 XLCH 

35296-56 (23T) 56Ks 
All 
Sports 

35305-56 (20T) 56Ks All 
Sportster 

35277-52A (27T) All 54 
& On 

35044-56 56K above VIN 1465-
66 KH, XL, XLH, XLCH 
& 67-69 XLCH 

37448-67 
(17T) 

67-70 XLH, 70 
XLCH 

35046-67 67-70 XLH, 70-XLCH 

37448-71 
(17T) 

71-*XLH & 
XLCH 

35046-71A 71-* XLH & XLCH 



59 Parts Book 

 



 



 

Part Number Identifying Characteristics Side 1 Side 2 

CS Drive Gears 

35695-52 (29T) This CSDG is the only gear with 29T 
with the exception of the Mainshaft 
Low Speed Gear. The MSLSG will 
have a considerably larger center 
hole. Without samples of the earliest 
Countershaft PN 35613-52 and the 
earliest Mainshaft PN 35043-52 I am 
unable to provide dimensions of the 
center holes and number of center 
splines on the gear at this time. 

  

35695-52A (27T) This  CSD Gear is recognizable by its 
27T and 6 center splines. It can be 
differentiated from its successor 
drive gear PN 35695-58 which also 
has 27T because the -58 will have 8 
splines at its center. It can be told 
apart from the Mainshaft Low Speed 
Gear because the -52A CS Drive Gear 
has a center dimension at its widest 
of .874” and the MSLG will have a 
center at its widest of 1.183”. 

  
35695-58 (27T) This CSDG is recognizable by its 27T 

and 8 splines at its center. 

  



CS 2nd Gears    

35750-52 (18T) This is the only CS 2nd Gear with 18T. 
It looks similar to the MS 3rd Gear. 
The difference is no MS 3rd Gear will 
have 18T. 

  

35750-52A (22T) This is the only CS 2nd Gear with 22T. It 
looks similar to the MS 3rd Gear. The 
CS 2nd Gear will have 4 voids. Some CS 
Low Gears have 22T but are easily 
distinguished from the CS 2nd Gear in 
that the CSLG has 4 dogs to engage 
the CS 3rd Gear. 

 
 

35750-54A (21T) At this time I have a sample CS 2nd 
Gear that I am confident is either a     
-54A or -54B but am unable to 
determine which it is at this time. It 
has 21 teeth. It is not marked with a 
PN.  

  
35750-54B (21T) At this time I have a sample CS 2nd 

Gear that I am confident is either a     
-54A or -54B but am unable to 

  



determine which it is at this time. It 
has 21 teeth. It is not marked with a 
PN.  

35750-54C (21T) 
Note: All viewed 
samples have 
only 20T. 

This CS 2nd Gear is PN marked. Parts 
Books say it has 21T, all samples seen 
to date have 20T. Has 4 voids and 
smooth oppposite side. 

 

 

35750-58 (20T) This CS 2nd Gear is PN marked. Has 
20T. Has 4 voids and smooth 
oppposite side.  

  
CS 3rd Gears    



35709-52 (26T) The CS 3rd Gears look similar to the 
MS 2nd Gear. The -52 is the only CS 3rd 
Gear with 26T. SHOP DOPE #345 25T 
or 26T The gear pictured has 25 teeth 
as the Shop Dope indicates it could 
have. This gear can easily be 
mistaken for the MS gear 35297-52 
which also has 4 dogs and 25 teeth. 
Currently have not been able to 
discern the difference between a 25 
tooth -52 CS 3rd gear and the -52 MS 
2nd gear. Same image being used for 
both at this time. This gear fits both 
the early CS and MS.   

35709-54 (24T) The CS 3rd Gears look similar to the 
MS 2nd Gear. The -54 is the only CS 3rd 
Gear with 24T. 

  

SHOP DOPE #356 
35709-54 (23T or 
24T) 

 



 

 

 

35709-54A (23T) 
 

The CS 3rd Gears look similar to the 
MS 2nd Gear. The -54A is the only CS 
3rd Gear with 23T. It is also marked 
with its PN. 

  
CS Low Gears    



35760-52 (22T?) 
Shop Dope #345 
indicates it will 
have 18 teeth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This note implies 
that even though 
there is no PN 
change an earlier 
version must 
have existed that 
was not bored as 
much. 

The CS Low Gear is easy to spot 
because it has 4 dogs on one side and 
the speedo drive gear on the other. 
The Parts Book says the -52 CSLG 
should have 22T. Shop Dope #345 
indicates it will have 18 teeth. This 
eBay sample has 18T. The PBs 
indicate the other 4 versions of this 
gear all have 17T. I believe the 
version of the -52 shown is the 
deeper bored version noted below.   

 



35759-54 (17T) 
The CS Low Gear is easy to spot because it has 4 dogs on 
one side and the speedo drive gear on the other. At this 
time without PN verifiable samples I am unable to 
distinguish between this 35759-54 CSLG and the 35760-
54 CSLG. It can be distinguished from the 35760-52 CSLG 
due to that gears 18 or possiby 22 teeth. You can 
distinguish it from the 35760-54A or the 35760-54B 
versions because they use the -52A speedo drive gear 
that is not as wide as the 35636-54 speedo drive gear, 
.410”vs. .437”. The PBs indicate or imply that the 35636-
54 speedo drive gear shown, only used with the 54-56Ks, 
is different from the 35636-52 gear used on both the 52-
53 Ks & the 57-66 XLs & XLHs. At this time I can not 
identify any dimensional differences between these 2 
speedo drive gears. It would make sense that the ramp or 
slope would be slightly different for this gear since the 
54-56Ks used a 49 tooth instead of a 51 tooth rear 
sprocket. I have not as yet been able to adaquitly test 
their ramp in order to verify this ascertion. 

 

 

35760-54 (17T) 
The CS Low Gear is easy to spot because it has 4 dogs on 
one side and the speedo drive gear on the other. At this 
time without PN verifiable samples I am unable to 
distinguish between this 35760-54 CSLG and the 35759-
54 CSLG. It can be distinguished from the 35760-52 CSLG 
due to that gears 18 or possiby 22 teeth. You can 
distinguish it from the 35760-54A or the 35760-54B 
versions because they use the -52A speedo drive gear 
that is not as wide as the 35636-52 speedo drive gear, 
.410”vs. .437”. The PBs indicate or imply that the 35636-
54 speedo drive gear shown, only used with the 54-56Ks, 
is different from the 35636-52 gear used on both the 52-
53 Ks & the 57-66 XLs & XLHs. At this time I can not 
identify any dimensional differences between these 2 
speedo drive gears. It would make sense that the ramp or 
slope would be slightly different for this gear since the 
54-56Ks used a 49 tooth instead of a 51 tooth rear 
sprocket. I have not as yet been able to adaquitly test 
their ramp in order to verify this ascertion. 

  



35760-54A (17T) 
The CS Low Gear is easy to spot because it has 4 dogs on 
one side and the speedo drive gear on the other. At this 
time without a PN verifiable sample of this gear I am 
unable to distinguish between this 35760-54A CSLG and 
the 35760-54B versions. We are able to distinguish 
between it and the earlier 35760-52, 35759-54 & the 
35760-54. The -54A and -54B CSLGs both use the same 
speedo drive gear, 35636-52A. It appears to have the 
same ID and OD as the earlier 35636-52 & 35636-54 gears 
but its’ width is less, .410” vs .437”. 

  

35760-54B (17T) 
The CS Low Gear is easy to spot because it has 4 dogs on 
one side and the speedo drive gear on the other. At this 
time without a PN verifiable sample of this gear I am 
unable to distinguish between this 35760-54B CSLG and 
the 35760-54A versions. We are able to distinguish 
between it and the earlier 35760-52, 35759-54 & the 
35760-54. The -54A and -54B CSLGs both use the same 
speedo drive gear, 35636-52A. It appears to have the 
same ID and OD as the earlier 35636-52 & 35636-54 but 
its’ width is less, .410” vs .437”. Its’ recess depth also is 
deeper than all the other CSLG samples I have. Without a 
verifyable CSLG 35760-54A to compare its depth against I 
cannot say that this measurrement is a uniqely 
identifying feature only to the -54B version. All other 
CSLG samples measure approximately .315” in depth. 

 
 

 

  



Countershafts    

35613-52 
 

The -52 CS is unique in that it has no 
oiler holes. Its’ right end is larger 
than all the other CS, it measures 
about .75”. This is about .06” larger 
than the -54 and -58 shaft ends. It 
also is the only CS with a large hole in 
its’ right end. The  hole measures 
about .375”.  

 
 

SHOP DOPE #356 
35613-54 
Early version 
below VIN 54KH 
2040 
 

 
It is easy  to identify since it is the 
only CS with two oiler holes. The 
second hole is where 2nd gear rides. 

 

 
35613-54 
Later version 
equal to or above 
VIN 54KH 2040 

This -54 Countershaft measures 5.5” 
in length and is easily distinguished 
from the -58 Countershaft. The -54 
CS has 6 splines on the Drive Gear 
end 8 splines on the other end. The 
later -54 above VIN 54KH 2040 will 
only have one oiler hole where the 
low speed gear rides.The -58 CS will 
have 8 splines on both ends.  

  



35613-58 This -58 Countershaft measures 5.5” 
in length and is easily distinguished 
from the -54 Countershaft. The -58 
CS has 8 splines on the Drive Gear 
end 8 splines on the other end. The -
54 CS will have 6 splines on the Drive 
gear end and 8 splines on the other 
end. 

  
35960-52  
&  
35960-54 

These are the closed end CS 
Bushings. The righr side motor case 
was modified in a number of ways 
with the 54KH model year. One of 
the changes was a “beefing up” of 
the right side CS bearing race. This 
enlarging of the bearing race wall 
necesitated the smaller -54 bearing 
and a reduction in the CS right end 
shaft diameter.  

Part Number  Identifying Characteristics Side 1 Side 2 

Clutch Gears 

37450-52 (18T) The -52 Clutch Gear can be easily 
distinguished from all the other 
Clutch Gears because it is the only 
Clutch Gear with 18T. It also is the 
only clutch gear with a bushing at 
both ends rather than a Torrington at 
one end. 

 

   



37450-54 (17T) 
 

The -54 Clutch Gear has 17T and is 
approximately 4.25” in length. Its 
threaded end has about 7 threads. It 
was used up to 56K VIN 1465. It used 
the 37525-52 clutch hub nut. I 
believe the difference between it and 
the -52 Clutch Gear is the number of 
gear teeth and the -54 used a roller 
bearing at the gear end. 
 

 

 

 
37525-52 used 52-56 
up to VIN 1465 

37450-56 At this time I am uncertain as to 
whether the 37450-56 Clutch Gear is 
different from the 37499-56 gear. It 
could be that the only difference is 
the 37450-56 gear came with the 
early version of the Oil Seal Extension 
and the 37499-56 came with the later 
version that showed up in late 57? 
This early -56 clutch gear with the 
extension without the outer O ring 
started in 56 from VIN # 1465. It used 
the 37526-56 clutch hub nut. 
 

 

 

 

 
  



37449-56 (17T) The 37449-56 Clutch Gear has 17T 
and is approximately 4.25” in length. 
Its threaded end has about 7 threads. 
Believe a complete original 56K VIN 
1465 on transmission should have an 
oil seal extension inserted into its’ 
threaded end. The extension should 
have a clutch gear oil seal inserted 
into its’ end. Starting in late 57 the 
extension should be the one shown 
to the right with the outer “O” ring. 
This Oil Seal Extension with the 
addition of the “O” ring in late 57 was 
accompanied by a change to a new 
“Clutch Hub Nut” PN 37536-56A that 
replaced the old nut PN 37536-56. 
The old nut, PN 37536-56 started 
with the 56K VIN 1465 and on. 

 

   

 

 



37448-67 (17T) The -67 Clutch Gear can be easily 
distinguishe from all other Clutch 
Gears that also have 17T by its 
significant “grove” and longer length. 

 

 

37448-71 (17T) The 37448-71 Gear looks similar to 
the -56 gear except it is about ¼” 
longer, has about 9 threads instead 
of the about 7 threads that the -56 
gear has and is a few thousanths of 
an inch larger than all the others. A 
PN 37755-57 Clutch Sprocket Spacer 
will not fit over the -71 gear.  

 
MS 2nd Gears    

35297-52 (25T) The 35297-52 MS 2nd Gear is unique 
in that it has 4 dogs and 25T. This 
gear can easily be mistaken for the CS 
gear 35709-52 which also has 4 dogs 
and possible according to a Shop 
Dope 25 teeth. Currently have not 
been able to discern the difference 
between a 25 tooth -52 CS 3rd gear 
and the -52 MS 2nd gear. Same image 
being used for both at this time. This 
gear fits both the early CS and MS. 

  



35297-54 (24T) 
Original Version 

The 35297-54 MS 2nd Gear is unique 
in that it has 4 dogs (assumption, no 
samples to examine) and 24T. 

  

SHOP DOPE #356 
35297-54 (23 or 
24T)  
Later Version 

 
 

 

 



35296-56 (23T) The 35296-56MS 2nd Gear is unique in 
that it has 5 dogs, 23T and is not 
marked with a “4”. 

  
35297-54A No samples available. 35297-54A PN 

shown in picture but not referenced 
in text. 

  

MS 3rd Gears    

35304-52 (21T) The MS 3rd Gear 35304-52 is unique 
in that it has 21T and instead of 
having 5 voids like the later MS 3rd 
gears it only has 4. In addition, unlike 
some of the later versions, it does 
not have the 3 dots in the bottom of 
the voids. I believe these dots were 
used as a means to easily 
differentiate the MS 3rd gear from the 
CS 2nd gear. They look similar. The CS 
2nd gears have 2 dots in their 4 voids. 
The -52 gear and the -54 gear were 
the only MS 3rd gears that used a 
bronze insert. The inserts are 
different for the -52 and the -54.   



35304-54 (20T) The MS 3rd Gear 35304-54 can be 
distinguished from the other MS 3rd 
Gears in that it has 18T? The 63PB 
says it has 20T. The only picture 
sample available, pictured here has 
18T. It does have 5 voids which is 
typical of all the later MS 3rd gears. It 
has a bronze sleave similar to but 
different from the -52 MS 3rd gear. 

  
35305-56 (20T) The MS 3rd Gear 35305-56 may be 

distiguisable from the other MS 3rd 
Gears if in fact the -54 gear does have 
18T. If so the -56 gear would be the 
only one with 20T, 5 voids and no 
bronze bushing.  

  
MS Low Gears    

35277-52 (29T) No samples to evaluate at this time. 
If PBs are correct would expect it to 
have 29T. Do not at this time know 
how to differentiate it from the 29T,  
-52A MSLG. 

  



35277-52A 
(29T)? 27T 
Shop Dope #345 
indicates this 
gear has 27T. 

No samples to evaluate at this time. 
Based on Shop Dope #345, believe 
the 27 tooth MSLG was either a 
running change early in the 54 model 
year or a 54 model year change. I 
believe the 54, 56 & 57 PBs are in 
error indicating 29T. The MS Low 
Gear 35277-52A is distinguisable 
from the earlier version based on its 
unique number of teeth, 27. Based 
on the outer spine OD of a -53A 
Mainshaft believe the -52A MSLG will 
have a center at its widest of 1.183”. 
Repop Gear Shown. 

  
  



Mainshafts Identifying the Mainshafts is a work in progress. At this time I believe the key to IDing them will be their internal machining 
to accomadate the different left and right end clutch release rods. 

35043-52 The -56 left end and the -53 right end 
clutch release rods will not fit. The -
52 shaft has a unique right end 
release rod used only with the -52 
shaft. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

35043-53 No verified samples to evaluate at 
this time. I believe that the release 
rod tests shown should identify the 
mainshaft as either a -53 or a -53A. 
At this time without samples I am 
unable to differentiate the two 
shafts. Believe it has a small oiler 
hole. 

 

   

 
 

 

 



35043-53A No verified samples to evaluate at 
this time. I believe that the release 
rod tests shown should identify the 
mainshaft as either a -53 or a -53A. 
At this time without samples I am 
unable to differentiate the two 
shafts. Believe it has a small oiler 
hole. 

 

  

 

 
35044-56 Believe it measures about 9 & 1/8th 

inchs and has an oiler hole. What 
identifies it from all others besides 
its’ shorter length is its’ “threaded 
shoulder” about .29” in on its’ left 
end. Without a -53A verified 
mainshaft to compare it to I cannot 
say at this time that it is unique in 
length and threaded shoulder. Having 
said that I do believe the -56 is 
unique in length. 

 
 

  

35046-67 Believe it measures about 9 & ¾ inchs 
and has an oiler hole. The -67 left end 
release rod fits it snuggly, all other 
left end release rods are very loose 
fitting.  

  
35046-71 No verified samples to evaluate at 

this time. Has no oiler hole or hole 
through its center since it does not 
use the release rods as did the 52 
through 70 clutches. Of the post 70 
Mainshafts I’ve examened I’m seeing 
two different lengths, 9” and about 9 
& 1/8”. 

 

 



35046-71A No verified samples to evaluate at 
this time. Has no oiler hole or hole 
through its center since it does not 
use the release rods as did the 52 
through 70 clutches. Of the post 70 
Mainshafts I’ve examened I’m seeing 
two different lengths, 9” and about 9 
& 1/8”. 

 

 

 

  



Mainshaft Mystery Solved 
In my collection of old transmission parts, I have been examining I ran across a mainshaft that made no sense to me until recently, its’ end had 

been ground down some. 

  

It seemed odd to me why someone would do it and I did not give it much thought. Then I ran into another mystery, my 54K motor that I 

acquired and had on the bench. What I noticed was that the clutch gear was equipped with the early version of the oil seal extension. This 

extension didn’t come into existence until VIN 1465 in the 56 Model year. This didn’t seem odd since it was still a K transmission just updated.  

What did get my attention however was the left end release rod when I removed it. It looks like the -56 left end rod that started in 56 with VIN 

1465 and on except it was narrower. Instead of the narrow end being about .24” it measures about .195”. When I tried a -56 left end rod it did 

not fit, it was too fat.  

      

Keep in mind that the Oil Seal Extension came into existence at the same VIN # in 56 as the -56 mainshaft. I think at this time that the -56 

mainshaft is about ½” shorter than all the other shafts in order to make room for the oil seal extension and accommodates the -56 left end 

release rod that measures about .24” at the narrow end. So, what was I looking at? Then I remembered my mainshaft with the ground end. 

Following are images of the appropriate set up, the -56 mainshaft, oil seal extension and fatter left end release rod. These are followed by a 



longer earlier mainshaft ground to accommodate the oil seal extension. These earlier shafts used the skinnier -52 or -54 left end release rod 

explaining the smaller OD rod I found on my “modified” 54K setup. 

  

 

  

 

  



 



 



 


